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UNITED-STA1_‘1£_S_BATENT OFFICE. 
woman 1). seem, orrnovmrmcs, moon mum, assron'on 'ro vnnnnr 

> nurnnx' mncnu'r comm, a conronn'rrou or new masnr. 

lie it known that l, Aucmaam 1).. Scofrr, 
a citizen of the United‘ States, and‘ a resi 
dent of Providence, county of‘Providence, 
and State‘ of Rhode- Island, have invented a 
new and usefulxlmprovement in Winding 
Machines, of which the following is a speck 
?cation. - _ ~ 

This invention 15 primarilf'intended and 
of insulated wire 

into coils for electrics. apparatus and it 
consists in certain improvements upon the. 
machine described in my‘ ‘ Letters Patent 
807,133, dated December 12, 1905., 
In the accompanying drawings Figure 1" 

isn front view of my apparatus. ' ‘ig. 21s a 
side view of the same.‘ Fig.7?) is 9.‘ Ian. 
Figs. 4 5 6 7 8 and 9‘ are details. ~, ‘ga. 
10 and’ ii alc’a modi?iad form‘of tension 
meichanism.‘ I ‘or ‘cpnvemencc of :drsjcription my ma; 
chine may be divided dais-1 on "following 
general parts, viz: the ‘suliply-spool-tension 
mechanism A‘, one form 0 which. is shown 
in detail in ‘Figs. 6 and 7, and avmodi?ed 
form of which‘ is shown in‘de‘tail s.‘ 
10 and 11. _A yielding-guide shown at B‘zn 
Figs- 1 and 2. The crane mechanism, ‘shown 
at C in Figs. 1 and 2. The crane-steadymg 
means shown at D in Figs. 1,2;and 4. The 

‘ spindle‘ mechanism shown at "The con 
trolling mechanism shown at F, and‘in de- . 

4 tall in Figs. 8 and 9. _ Although these YE‘; 

‘as 

40 

‘.45 

' so 

iris 

‘in this application 1 - 

' the‘ form 8 

rious general divisions .of- the machine are 
preferably empgiyed in‘ combination, some: 
.of them’ may ' _ 
operated in the machine with‘ more or less. 

omitted and the balance 

success. Moreover, in describingrthe details 
of these various general 
chine, I _do-not wish to 

s ndmg general I __ _. 

own in" in Letters Patent No. .83_5,202 
dated No‘vem er 6,1900, may be substituted 
in lieu of one or more ‘of said general parts 

‘ The sup ly-‘spool-tension‘ mechanism of 
gown in Figs.’ 6 ‘and 7;».rnay be‘ 

described as follows: 1 ‘is the supply- _1 
mounted‘ u on the-spindle".- 2 mounts in 
centers in- , 
4} 5V is a wheel ?xed-toisaid ‘spindle-and 
Vfrictionally driven by-apcord 6- held in con 
tact with its ‘periphery by the dogs 1 and 8 

arts or. the ma-. 
understood as‘ 

thereby, limiting my claims to such details 
' unless‘ so‘speci?ed. For ‘example, the corre-. ‘ 

' parts constructed‘- as 

' .shown, and supporting the 

e and ofthe she -3‘anjd piece. 

. jwmmc-mcnnm. 

1,068,825. . 'speam?mmam mm ' 'raeentedauiyze, 191s. 
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To all ‘whom-it may‘concem: ~ - '- clamped to theshaft 3. ?ne end of said 
~oord 6 is connected with one of said dogs 'by 
the spring 9. The pulley 10 is ?xed to the 
shaft 3 and is driven h the belt 11. 12 is a 
notch in the face of t o hub of the pulley 
l0,‘wluch notch is inclined at one side only. 
13 Is a pm pressed forward by the spring 14 
into said notch and ‘serving to- hold the 
shaft.3- from rotation as wire is drawn o?" 
the spool 1 ‘and thus insure that the draw 
ing oil of the wire therefrom shall be re 
sisted by the friction on the wheel 5. This 
in .18 also acts to prevent the improper 
'vmg of the shaft 3 from the reversing 

mechanism but permits said shaft to re 
‘volve in the ‘0 posits direction to reverse the 
direction of t e rotation of the _s 001 1, as 
will be set forth hereinafter, to ackwind' 
the strand thereon. . v 

' In the supply-spool-niechanism of-' the 
form shown in Figs. 10 and 11, the friction 

3'is inside by the two dis s 15 and 16, and 
the interposed r0 e or other friction ma 
terial 17.‘ The dis 15 is ?xed a rota: 
tion on the shaft'3 by a pin 1 cxtendin ' a 
from the shaft into a longitudinal slot '1 

60 

70 

connection between the spindle 2 ‘andshaft ' 

80 

in the hub of'said disk. 20 ‘is the collar‘ of ‘ 
the shifter by which the disk 15 is given its ; 
longitudinal movement. The disk 16 is free 
to‘. rotate upon the shaft 8 but is secured 

ainst longitudinal movement v thereon by 
t e collar-.21 ?xed to the end of said shaft. - 

85 

16- is a ballsthrustébearing between the disk . 
16 and collar 21 and 16" is a similar bearin 
between disk 15 and c0llar‘20. '- The pin 2 
connects the disk 16 with the disk 23 ?xed 
to the spindle 2 ‘so that the. 
disk16 are rotatably fixed to each other. 
24.- is the shifter-lever engaging the collar 

e 20 and which icy-oscillated‘ by pin 25 in 
the oscillating hub 26. For oscillating this 
hub, the arm 27 is ?xed thereto and carried 
thereby, said arm _ Elude ‘wheel 28. 
29 is a ?xed guide-wheel. 3T e-wire'extends 
from they spool '1 around the guide-wheel‘ 29‘ 

spindle '2‘? and ‘ 

‘upward as f v 
, 100. 

and thence around the guide-wheel 28 ‘and -' 

the‘ connections described a corr ending 
variation in the‘ degree of-irictlon tween 
the dislis .15 and 16. 28' is a spring to check 
the‘guide-wheel'28 until the‘tension reaches 

"any variation in" the-tension'pf: this'wire ' 
produces acorresponding variation-1n the 
=position0fthe'g1'11de-wheel 28 and through 



2 

a_ determined pint; The ~ construction 
Shown in Figs. _ 0 and 11, therefore, an ‘ 
plies an‘ automatic re ,ator whereby t e 
tension mechanism actm upon the supply 
spool is‘ automatically a justed to compen~ 
sate for any variationtof tension .due to 

- other causes, such as the change in diameter 

' also serves as a drivin 

of the coil of wire upon the spool as the 
winding ‘therefrom progresses. The‘ fric 
tion engagement between the disks 15, 16, 

connection or en 
gagement ‘between the afts 3 and 2, to re 

I .verse the revolution of the spool 1, when 
the'shaft 3 is revolved as hereinafter set 

15 forth. It will be understood‘that the pin‘ 13 
may also be employed in this‘ formof ten 
sion mechanism to hold the shaft 8 against 

’ rotation ‘when the spool 1 is paying‘ outthe 

20 

80 

The'yiélding-guide B consists of a guide 
wheel 80, supported by the following mecha 
nism, whereby it is given a long range of 
movement under tension: '31 is a- tall ver 
tical column (sany three feet'in height) car 
rying-the para el vertical guide wires 82, 
33,- upon which the frame 34-earry1ng the 
sheave 30 is guided. Said frame is sus 
pended from the top of the column by the 
extensible__spring 35 having' su?icient capac 
ity of extension to permit the vibration‘ of 

~ the guide-wheel 30 under its tension 

_ as 

so 

'55 

throughout a wide range. The strength of 
the spring 35 willbe dependent upon the 
wire be'ingi woundbut should be such as to 
permit the’ guide-wheel 30 to yield promptly 
to_ all variations of tension which would 
cause the stretching’ or breaking of the .wire 
being wound. The yielding- guide B may 
‘be referred to as a secondary tension mecha 
nism and the supply-spool-tension_ mecha 
nisrh as a primarv tension mechanism. 
The crime mechanism C may be described 

in‘ detail‘ as follows: 36 is a bracket upon 
which is journaled the wheel 37 in approxi-. 
mately the sameplane with the wheel 30, 
and, also, the wheel 38‘ in a plane approxi 
mately at right angles thereto‘. 
parts 89sand 40_togetl1er form a telescoping 
column, the post 39 being provided with‘ 
threads designed to co-act with similar 
threads formed on the interior surface of 
the post 40, while 41 is a thumb nut or 001 
lar carried by the post 40 for the purpose 
of enabling the post to- beadiusted rela- 
tively to the part 89 with faoilityund con 
vemence. On top of this column is ‘mount 
ed the wheel 42 approximately in the same 

'_ . plane with the wheel38. The column part 

'65 

v -- {0 is provided with the lugs li?and 44, be 
60.-._'tween centers connected with which the 

crane member 45 is' mounted. On top of 
this crane member is mounted the wheel 46_ 
and the crane member is provided with the 
front lugs 47, 48, between centers connected 
with which is pivoted the crane member 49 

The two' 

on to of which mounted the guide-wheel - 
50. > he. locationis such that theaxis of 
the pivotal connection at the lugs 43 and 44 r 
is substantially tangentto. the two wheels 
:42 and 46 and‘ the axis of the pivotal con 
nection at the lugs '47 and 4851s SubstunL 
tially tangent to‘. the twowh ‘1e46- and 50. 
Therefore, the strand of wt ‘being wound " 
passes these two pivotal‘ connections withL 
out any substantial variatio' inv ‘length, or 
direction for 
crane." , 

The. crane-steadyina' mechanism l) 
consist of the following; details: To the bot 
tom of the crane-member 49 is secured 
a fan-shaped retarder comprising-down; 
wardly- extending vanes» 50.‘, which are im 
mersed in a suitable 1i id, such as cylinder 
‘oil, contained int-he circular receptacle 51. 
which is supported by a post 52'capable of 
being ?xed at various vertical ‘adjustments 
by the set screw-53. ' By‘this or other suit- _ 
.able means the movements of the thread 

.80 
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guide are deadened; or, in other words, re; _ 
tarded against erratic movements. 
.The‘spln e-meclmuism-E colnprlses the 

tail-stock 54 and headstock 55 adapted to‘ 
center the core of the bobbin or coil receiver 
56 and driven‘ by the belt 57 from the pulley 
58. 59 is‘ thewiuding-guide supported on 
the forward end of the crane part-"Q9, and 
60 is a guide-wheel acting as‘ a. lehder to 

to, 

96 

said winding'ig'uidé. The wining-guide 59 ' 
is maintained by the crane in such position 
below the bobbin‘ that the strand of wire 
running from it tothe bobbin”? is substan-; 
tially vertical and also that the ‘windings 

100 

guide ?tland its leader ?o'will-just clear the _ 
heads of the bobbin in the traversing move 
ments. The requisite adjustment for this 
purpose is afforded by the already referred 

106' 

to telescopic post 39, 40 and'the adjustable - 
support of the receptacle 51. ' . - 

The controlling mechanism F-may be de 
scribed in detail as follows: 61 ‘is a‘ shaft 
supportedin hangers 62 beneath thetable 
and- splined-to _its double-acting clutch 63 
controlled by the shiftingelever 64.. On one 
‘side. this clutch engages with the pulley 65 
revolving freely on saidshaft. 0n the other 
‘sideysaid clutch. engages with the pulley 66 
aiso'frec to revolve ‘on saidsheft‘and which, 
in turn, frictio‘nall y eiikages with the pulley 
67 also free to revolve on'said shaft. 68‘ 
and 69 are spiral springs interposed between 
said clutch and each of its adjacent pulleys. 
58 is a pulley ?xed to ‘said shaft. The 
pulley 65 is connected byfthe belt 71- with 
the pulley 72 on line shaft 5*73 so that when 
said clutch engages with said pulley 65 the 
shaft 61 -is,-driven from the line shaft in 
the direct-ion to wind. The pulley 66 is 
connected by the crossed belt '74 with the 
pulley 75' on the line shaft.73,rso that when 
the clutch is in engagement withthe pulley 

110 
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' movement by reason of the presence of the. 
spring 69 will be to frictionally connect the 

10 

16 

1,068,385 r 
0 

66 the shaft 61 is driven in the direction for 
unwinding; The pulle" 67iis connected by 
the belt 11 with the p11 ey' 10 of the tension 
mechanism._v .The pullev 58 is connected ‘by 

' the belt 57 with the pulley 77 of the spindle 
mechanism, When, new, the clutch 63 ‘is 
moved to .‘the left, the ?rstelfect of said 

pulleys 66 and A67 and thus cause the starting 
of the pulley 10 of the tension mechanism 
to rotate the same in the direction to re 
verse rotation ofthe spool 1, to 'wind the: 
strand on the latter, the friction connection 
between the shafts -3 and 2 forming the 

. driving engagement between said pulley 10 

20 

26 

.80 
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and the spec 1. The next effect will be to 
compress vthe spring 69 so as to frictionally 
engage the clutch with ‘the pulley 66 and 
thus start the shaft 61 and the spindle-pul 
ley 77 in unwinding direction. In‘ this way, 
it is insured that the movement of the‘ten 
sion mechanism will pre'cede the unwinding 
movement of the spindle and thereby pre 
vent the production of any slack such as 
could not be taken up. by the spring 35 and 
might cause the wire ‘being wound‘to be dis-v 
mounted from its guide-wheels. - 
To facilitate the threading or placing of 

the wire being wound upon the ‘various 
guide-wheels, said wheels are arranged to 
overhang their bearings,“ showmand the 
?ange of the wheel next its bearing is made 
deeper than the other ?ange. For example, 
the wheel 46 overhan its bearing 78 and its 
?ange 79 is deeper on its ?ange .80. .To. 
prevent the spring 35_from causing the un 

' threading of the wire. during the dianging 
. of the bobbins, I provide the pair of clamp— 
40 

45 

so 

55 

spring 35 yields su?icientl 

ing disksSl pressed together by the nut 82, 
bet-ween which disks the wire passes and by ' 
which the operator can, cause it y to be 
clamped and old by setting up the'nut 82 
preparatory to cutting the‘wirejfor chang; 
ing the bobbin. _ ‘ - 

The operation is ‘as follows: The machine 
being threaded for winding, the operator 
moves the clutch 63 into engagement with, 
the pulley 65 and the windmgsterts. The 

to‘ prevent the 
breaking or stretching of e wire until the 
supply-spool 1 gets under way‘. If the form 
of tension mechanism shown in Figs. 6 and 
7 be employed the operator by movement of 
the dogs 7 and 8 onthe shaft 3' produces the 

"requisite pressure and are of contact by the 

60 

65 

cord 6 to roduce the desired tension and 
changes this adjustment from time to time 
as the winding roceeds to make the tension 
conform to the lessened diameter of the coil 
remaining on the supply-spool. _ If, how 
ever, the form of tension m . I shown 
in Figs. 10 and 11, be employed thls adjust 
ment is performed ‘automatically. As the .. 
winding proceeds, the crane supports the 

axis of the winding guide 59 in a’horizontal 
plane but permits itsv movements in that 
plane to be freely and ‘solely controlled‘by 
the strand of wire being wound. .Said 
strand controls the movement. of ‘the wind 
ing guide, not, merely during .eachltraverse 
across the bobbin, but also by- jitsj?contact 
with the head of-the bobbin determines; when: 
the winding-guide ‘shall change . it'sg-traversf 
ing, direction. The running ofewire-from 
one arm of the crane‘to another in'nlinem'ent 
with the pivotal connections thereof pre— 
vents movement of the crane due to any ir 
regularity in the tension of the. wire. The 
immersion‘ of the crane vane in the cylinder 
,oil deadens ‘the movements of o the crane 
against external causes of variatiomsuch as 
.the vibration of the supporting. table. 
Should the operator discover any irregu 
lar-ity in the winding he can reverse_ the op 
eration by throwing the clutch 63 in the‘op: 
posite direction to engage the pulleys 66,67, 
as‘heretofore set’ forth and thus cause the 
wire to he‘ wound from the bobbin back onto 
the supply-spool again. - 

-_It will be understood that the tension 
mechanism, whether it be of~ the form shown 
in Figs. 6 and 7 or Figs. 10 and 11, operates 
to maintain the proper tension in the strand. 
When the wire is aying out to be wound on 
the coil receiver-t e.tension mechanism re 
turds; rotation oflvthe supply spool so that 
the proper tension is maintained ‘for the 
strand, and-‘when the pulley 10 is ‘revolved 
to rotate the supply spool to draw the wire 
from the coil receiver, the‘frictional connec 

. tion, irrespective of which form is em' loyed, 
between the. shaft 3 and the shaft 2, orms a 
slipping. connection between vsaid shafts so 
"that thewinding of the wire on the spool 1 
cannot- place the wire under too high tension 
as ‘the shaft 1 will slip relative to the shaft 
3 should‘the tension in the strand become too 
high, and it will therefore be seen ‘that the 
tension mechanism during the backwinding 
operates to prevent excessive tension. ' 

All. of the guides for the wire and the 
moving supports for said guides shall be 
constructed as 1i ht us is] consistent with 
strength and sti uses, such as the guide 
wheels 80, 37 , 38, 42, I16, 50, 59 and 60, and 
the crane members fl? and 49; - 
Having thus described my invention, I 

claim-as new and‘ desire to secure by Letters 
‘Patent : 

1. In a. windin machine, in combination, 
a frame, a revo uble coil receiver on the 
frame, a crane carrying a winding guide, 
mechanism for supporting the crane, where 
by the guide may have traversing movements 
.in a right line parallel to the axis of the 
coil receiver, ‘which movements are substan- ' 
tially free to be controlled by pull of the 
strand being wound, and ?uid means for re 
tarding the movement of the-guide. ‘ 
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Q = '_4.Inawindin 

_ ‘ 40 trolled by the 

' _ wound, a su . 

,- a driving me amsm and connections where: 

2'. ‘In a wiudin machine, in combination, 
- a frame‘, a revo uble coil receiver zen-the 

e, a crane carrying a winding guide 
mechanism for sugporting said er'ane where3 

-_6 b the guide may ave‘traversing'rnovemehts' 
" tare substantially free to be controlled ' 

by pull ‘of the strand being-Wound, and 
which delivers the strand ‘from th6€l11d6 to" 

ge the coil receiver at a constant an .rela 
10 tively to the axis of said coil receiver,-and 

. ?uid mains for retarding theimovement 6f 
. the-guide. _' _ > ' v 

'3. In a windin machinqin combinatiom: 
_ a frame, a revo ubl’e coil, on the‘ 

- 15 4frame,‘a‘w1ndm fuidam _ a‘nism for sup porting said gm 6 whereby its traversing 
movements are in a rightlme parallel to,‘ the 

, .. axis of revolution of the-coil receiverand 
are free to be controliedby the pull of the 

‘ ‘ 2o strands being wound, to uniformly wind the 
.material upon the-coiljreceiver, and means 

" for varying the heightiof ‘saidyupportmg 
mechanism re ativelytq' said ‘coil receiver. 

‘ " machine, in combination, 
frame, a *revoiuble-cell receiver on the !§5‘\¥r , ame, a winding guide, mechanism for sup 

porting the guide, whereby its traversing 
movements are substantiall free. to be eon~ 
trolled by the pull of ‘t e strand being 

zowbund, means whereb the ‘movements of 
- said‘igid are deadene A _ 0 , and‘an attachment 
wh y t e position of such‘ supporting and 
deaed-éng means relatively tofsaid coil re 
cei-v'ef may be varied. _ . ' '_ 

_ '5.. In a_ winding machine, in combination, 
a frame,-a revoluble coil receiver on the 
frame, a winding guide, mechanism for ‘sup 
porting the guide-whereby‘ its‘ traversing 
movements are substantially‘free to-be con 

ull of the strand 'Fbeing 
wound, a supp y-spool-tension-mechanism, 
a'jreversible driving mechanism nd a, yield 
ping guide‘ whereby strain upoii. the wire 
while being wound in either direction‘ ‘is 

Y ‘45 modi?ed. ‘ 

6. In a windingimachingin combination, 
a frame, a revolu 1e coil receiver, a supply 
spool, a winding ~guide, mechanism for sup 
porting_the Iguide whereby its traversing 

. 60 movements are substantially free to be con‘ 
‘trolled by: the pull of the Strand being 

ply-spool-tension-mechanism, 
by said tension mechanism is operated from‘ 

'65 said ‘driving mechanism in‘ a, direction to 
rewind the strand on‘ the supply spool. 
_.;\7. In a windin machine, in combination, 
a-.-_frame, a rev‘o uble coil receiver on the 

. ‘ e __ a winding guide, means for sup‘; 
- .eo portin’githe~ guide whereby its traversing 

movements aresubstantial ‘free to‘be con 
trolled by thepull of _t estrand being‘ 

‘spool. ,. _ . ‘. _ 
- _- - v 

9. ‘In a ma machine, combination, 
‘a frame, a revo uble' ‘coil receiver on the 

1 1,066,820 

wound ,a sup ly spool tension a1 driving mechanism, a driving connectiori 
between said driving mechanism and‘ said’ 
coil receiver, and a; drivingfconuection be 
tween said' driving mechamsmand said ten 
sion. mechanism whereby the driving con 
nection ‘with said tension mechanism oper- _> - 

70‘ ‘ates in advance of the-driving connection 
with said coil receiver. 

8. In a windin machine, in combination‘, 
a frame, a 're'vo uble coil receiver‘ on the 
frame, ‘a supply ~spool, intermediate g'uid- - I 
rlilg mechanism, a- tension‘ mechanism, means 
wherebv said" tension .me‘cha'nism is auto» 
anatically controlled by. the tension upon the 
wire, a driving‘ mechanism, means 
whereby said tension mechanism is. oper-‘ 
ated from said driving mechanism in adi 
rcction to rewind thew 

frame, a winding guide mechanism for an r 
portingsaid ide‘, an means 'yvhereby t e 
movements 0 said guide are deadened, such 
means comprising. a ?uid-containing reee - 

7 _ p , 80 ' 

He. .onthe Supply ‘ ‘ 

as 

tacle and a member conne‘ctedto said gui e‘ - I 
and extending into vsaid; receptacle.v _ 

10. In a windingwmaehine, infcombina- 4 
tion, a frame, a revoluble coil receiver’ on ‘ 
the frame, a winding guide,3a ivotedi'crane 7, : 'I 
‘for said guide and meansgior' eade‘nin the 
movement of said ide comprising a uid-v at 
containing recepta e and a~-vane1.connccted -- - 
to the crane andextendingjinm said .‘r'ecep"$‘__ 

‘ 11. ‘In a- winding‘ machin' a {rammin 
revoluble coil-receiver ‘on t re! frame, ‘a 
swinging armv mounted to havela freely 

loo ' 

swinging ‘movement-‘on either sideof its - 
central position perpendicular to the coils -' 

dev1ce,l receiver, said arm having a delivery‘ 
andta vane moved by said arm w ‘ereby a 
predetermined amount of 1m edance or re 
sistance can be imparted to e ‘movements '~ ' ‘ ‘ 
of said arm, -_ 

12. In a. windin 
tion with, a mova'b 6 member on which the‘ 
material cila to bewound, of; {or actu 
ating sai - member, a arm in. porn: 
tion to guide-the material ou-said' member 
andmovable ‘axially of said member as ‘the 
material is being wound, and a fluid retard 
‘ing device connectedto ‘said ‘am and ‘red , I‘ 
tarding the said movement ‘of the am- ' ‘ 

Int testimony whereof, I have. hereunto 
signed, 
scribing-witnesses. A- ., . r . 

' ARCHIBALD D. SCOTT; ~ 
Witnesses: - ‘ I . 

‘ J‘ A‘ MEI-HR, ' Q 

‘ Ana 
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machine, the combine.‘- ;. ‘ 
£116 
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~ y‘ name in the presence of two sub 


